Abstract. Bistatic angle is an important characteristic parameter of bistatic inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR), which is different from monostatic ISAR. Based on the echo model of bistatic ISAR, the impact of time-varying bistatic angle to imaging plane and quality is analyzed. The image distortion mechanism is studied and the distortion angle is estimated. The simulation experiment verified the correctness of the imaging analysis. The research in this study is significant for the selection of imaging segment, and provides evidence for the following data processing.
First the bistatic ISAR echo model is built. Then the image distortion mechanism is analyzed and ISAR image distortion angle is estimated. Finally, the imaging simulation is carried out, which confirmed the correctness of the imaging analysis.
Ⅱ Bistatic ISAR echo model of Space target
The imaging model of bistatic ISAR is shown in Fig.1 . Where, T is the transmitting station, R is the receiving station, L is the radar baseline length, E is the position of equivalent monostatic radar.
We assume that target moves smoothly at the speed of V in space and the imaging starting time is 0 t , the center of mass of target is O , bistatic angle is 0 β . Right-hand rectangular coordinate system xOy is established with target center being the origin and bistatic angle bisector being the y axis. 
Its spectrum can be expressed as
Equation (4) is the range profile.
Let TO R , RO R represent the distance from the target center to the transmitter and receiver, respectively.
In bistatic radar system, the target size is far less than the distance from target to radar, i.e., ,
Let TPm R , RPm R represent the distance from scatter m P to transmitter and receiver, respectively. Because 
The total distance from m P to transmitter and receiver is
Rotation angle m θ and bistatic angle m β are the function of slow time m t , denoted respectively as
. Then the range profile after ideal motion compensation can be written as ( ) In bistatic ISAR, the range axis is the direction of bistatic angle bisector, and the cross range axis is determined by the effective rotational vector of target relative to the transmitter and receiver. The direction is always perpendicular to the Doppler direction, so that the relationship between range axis and cross range axis will not remain perpendicular and the image will be distorted.
The phase term of range profile as equation (10) after motion compensation can be expressed as follows: 
To facilitate the analysis, the scatter model is built as shown in Fig.2(a) . when target rotates clockwise, otherwise negative. Equation (14) indicates that the range axis is always perpendicular to the cross range axis. The distortion will not occur in the image as shown in Fig 2. (b). When imaging employing bistatic ISAR translational motion model, as shown in Fig 2. (c), the equal range direction is perpendicular to equivalent monostatic radar LOS. It is obvious that the equal range direction is not perpendicular to equal Doppler direction. That is to say, the image is distorted. The Doppler frequency can be expressed as ( ) 
Because the equal Doppler direction is orthogonal to cross range axis and the equal range direction is orthogonal to range axis, more over, the range axis is always the bistatic angle bisector direction, we can define the distortion angle as the angle between equal Doppler direction and range axis. Fig 2.(d) . The range axis and cross range axis are orthogonal. From the above analysis, because of the time-varying bistatic angle, translation motion of the target causes that the equivalent rotation speed relative to transmitter and receiver is unbalanced , which results in image distortion.
Ⅳ Bistatic ISAR Imaging Simulation
To verify the correctness of imaging analysis in this paper, the imaging simulation of space target is carried out. The simulation scenario and the target scatter model are shown in Fig.3 and Fig. 4 . The simulation parameters are shown in Tab. 1. Note that, because the distance from radar to space target is very large, to ensure the high SNR, the pulse width is generally big, at the same time, to avoid the range ambiguity, the PRF is quite small as 50Hz in the simulation. The total observation time of bistatic radar to space target is 240 seconds. During observation, the bistatic angle and imaging instantaneous distortion angle change curves are shown in Fig.5(a) and (b) . Two imaging segments are selected for the simulation. The bistatic angle changes fiercely but the imaging distortion angle is smooth in segments 1. The segment 2 is just the opposite. The simulation parameters of the two segments are shown in Tab. 2. The RD imaging result of turntable model is illustrated in Fig.8 , the scatter model and integration angle are the same as the two segments. The imaging result of segment 1 is shown in Fig.7 . The image has serious distortion and the quality is obviously worse than Fig.6 . After calculation the distortion angle is -56.45° which coincides with the theoretical value as -56.45°. The imaging result of segment 2 is shown in Fig.8 . Comparing with the turntable model imaging result, the mainlobe of cross range direction broadens seriously, though the two has almost the same integration angle. The reason is that the tiny change of bistatic angle causes the large change of imaging distortion angle. The angle changes about 25° during imaging, which results in migration through multiple Doppler cells and the cross range blur occurs. As shown in the simulation results, the existing of bistatic angle makes bistatic ISAR is different from the monostatic ISAR. The time-varying bistatic angle causes the distortion of ISAR image. Moreover, the change degree of bistatic angle and image distortion is disproportionate in value. In bistatic ISAR the migration through resolution cell is the result of equivalent rotation relative to bistatic radar and time-varying bistatic angle. To ensure the imaging quality and simplify the algorithm processing, we should select the imaging segment whose bistatic angle and the distortion angle are both constants.
Ⅴ Summary
Bistatic angle is an important parameter of bistatic ISAR, which is different from monostatic ISAR. First, the bistatic ISAR echo model is established. Then, the image distortion mechanism is studied and the distortion angle is estimated. The imaging simulation of space target is carried out, and the result shows the correctness of analysis in this paper. The research in this study is significant for the selection of imaging segment, and provides evidence for the following data processing.
